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3 of 4 review helpful A Less Than Likely Possibility By R Soucy Possibility is a solid metaphysical attempt at locating 
possibilities in the actual world One which unfortunately I do not believe succeeds Although I am sympathetic to the 
project of rejecting possible worlds Jubien s proposals come at an ontological cost The cost of this of course is 
Platonism If you are sympathetic to the Platonist project then th Possibility offers a new analysis of the metaphysical 
concepts of possibility and necessity one that does not rely on any sort of possible worlds The analysis proceeds from 
an account of the notion of a physical object and from the positing of properties and relations It is motivated by 
considerations about how we actually speak of and think of objects Michael Jubien discusses several closely related 
topics including different purported varieties of p an excellent example of the contemporary approach in which the 
philosopher puts metaphysics first The degree of clarity of intent and execution is such that there is I think little scope 
for the author to be misunderstood an impressive serious and 
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